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Abstract: Efficient computations are increasing now a day, so 

their need is very high in the world. Infrastructure and 
computation techniques are not as much as efficient in 
conventionally or in present scenario, therefore the cloud 
computing is new to deal this type of problems. Sequencing of 
hardware and software technologies, for giving scalable and low 
cost computational understandings in cloud computing. The 
major focus of this research is to diminish the transportation cost 
of resource allocation along with various virtual machines in 
cloud computing environment. In this research paper, 
implementation of Vogel's Approximation Method (VAM) to 
obtain an Initial Basic Feasible Solution (IBFS) and an 
algorithm to optimize the cost of resource transportations for 
cloud service provider (CSP) as well as present an example also to 
understand the proposed method for total supply values and total 
demand values. Although the calculation of cost reduction until 
the iteration still has a non-negative values, and the calculation is 
done again until the last iteration. A comparison has been shown 
the cost of the proposed mechanism is much less from other 
technique. 

Keywords : Cloud Computing, Cloud Service Provider (CSP), 
Initial Basic Feasible Solution (IBFS), Resource Allocation, 
Vogel's Approximation Method (VAM)  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a modern and unique field rather than 

offering physical products of computing services are offered. 
Consumers are availed cost-effective services through shared 
resources. Services of various levels are provided to user for a 
varied spectrum of domains by cloud computing service 
providers [1]. Cloud Computing concepts are established on 
the concepts of parallel computing, distributed, and grid 
computing techniques. The key factors for popularity of cloud 
computing is cost-effective services while enhancement in 
scalability & flexibility. Complexity in cloud computing is 
increased because of high magnitude of data and high strength 
of users, along with the maintaining service continuity and 
optimal reliability. To strengthen cloud reliability, resource 
allocation mechanism enhances reliability in cloud and 
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lessens resource cost. Cloud Computing is a popular field of 
computer science because of its cost-effectiveness. 
Consequently any recommendation to boost any core metric 
of cloud computing without paying attention to associated 
cost diminishes the objective of cloud computing. The 
approach emphasizes on reducing cost and enhancing 
reliability within cloud computing [2].  

There are multiple parameters associated, that are 
responsible for decision making of location and time for 
optimal allotment of data objects as well as services in cloud 
environment. Automatic placement and scheduling system is 
taken into narrative that the resource allotment is beneficial 
for stakeholder. The core hurdle is cost or performance 
optimization for available set of parameters, usually 
comprising one among the performance and price that is 
focused to optimization. The major constraints for enhancing 
cloud capabilities are Performance, Cost, Locality, Reliability 
and Continuous Availability. Due to variety of stationing 
schemes, several admissible parameters, a batch of checks 
and aimed tasks of potential interest, there are several 
challenges for the advancement of placement methods that are 
largely applicable. Primarily, no existence of any generic 
model to represent different schemes of resource scheduling, 
essentially when required credentials of user is ambiguous 
and difficult to encode via computer modeling languages. 
Large size problem is solved by suitable parameters for 
various tasks [3]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

CompVM (complementary VM) is an underlying 
designation instrument that integrates strength to 
corresponding VMs by worldly/spatial mindfulness. The term 
corresponding VMs are defined as the machines whose sheer 
interest is every resource measurement (within spatial space) 
almost arrives at the ability of its hosts in the lifetime period 
of VM (within worldly space). Presence of VM resources uses 
designs, the instrument foresees, the resources use examples 
of VMs [4]. Efficient transmission is for remaining tasks at 
hand of spatial inquiries of distinct sorts into reasonable 
virtual machines. Utilization of constant geospatial inquiry 
design learning philosophy in order to attain the framework’s 

efficiency serving questions related to geospatial section. The 
properties which are application specific and the structures 
are organized that ought to aim on which kind of the 
geospatial inquiry to be designated for what sort of VM 
consequently [5].  
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The system joins two general thoughts: agreement gauge 
that can dodge advertise control and yields an inexact ideal 
objective income with the accord gauge innovation. Also 
Revenue Extraction that can decide the victors and similarly 
shares the objective income created by agreement gauge 
among them with a solitary deal cost [6]. A progression of 
anticipating models for foreseeing interest to VMs in a 
cloud-based programming utilized as a SaaS. These models 
are then utilized in an intermittent survey arrangement model 
which decides what number of VMs ought to be provisioned 
or de-arrangement at every assessment interim [7]. 
Multi-occupant design of distributed computing, various 
applications have various prerequisites and needs. 
Dissatisfaction of moving information on time may cause a 
serious presentation fraud of an application in case of system 
clog inside a server farm. It might bring about a serious 
disappointment for a basic application that needs a specific 
degree of QoS fulfillment, in this way, an effective resources 
provisioning procedures are essential to guarantees moving 
the high-need information over different deals in arrange 
stumbling block [8]. The usage of host's handling capability 
gets enhanced by implementation of VM designation 
approach that leads to improvement in the span and 
throughput of cloud frame. The fundamental results are 
gathered by applying follow based origination in CloudSim 
3.0.3 and analysis is done with the help of existing VM 
Distribution strategies [9]. To shield against such co-living 
arrangement assaults in Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
through a secure, left behind task at hand accustomed and 
vitality productive Virtual Machine (VM) assignment 
methodology. In particular, model the VM task issue as a 
streamlining issue where the object is to bound: (1) The 
security risk presented by the co-living arrangement of VMs 
from different clients. (2) The general power utilization. (3) 
The imbalanced remaining load among a variety of physical 
servers. As this enhancement issue is NP-hard [10].  

Vitality and Resource-Aware VM Placement (ERAP) 
computation is revealed. This calculation thinks about vitality 
just as focal handling unit (CPU) use to send the VMs on the 
servers. CloudSim toolbox is utilized to observe the conduct 
of the ERAP calculation. The viability of the ERAP 
calculation is tried on legitimate remaining task at hand hints 
of Planet Lab [11]. Analyzed the limitation mindful VM 
situation in varied processing bunches. A model of VM 
arrangement imperatives is displayed that backs necessities of 
all varieties among VMs and hosts. Secondly requirements of 
aware VM arrangement calculations are discussed that 
enhances the presentation for load adjusting or vitality sparing 
[12]. Exploring different avenues regarding a dynamic VM 
arrangement that believe diverse resources types (to be 
specific, CPU and memory). The planned arrangement make 
use of a inherited calculation for the dynamic reallocation of 
the VMs reliant on the real appeal of the individual VMs 
intending to bound under-use and over-usage situations in the 
cloud server farm [13]. Debasements of virtual machines 
(VMs) accessibility in distributed computing because of 
pernicious assaults. Reenactment result shows how stranded 
VMs gather after some time due to VM spillage and affected 
collection of resources. Few methods material is at different 
parts of the cloud to recognize and dispose of the stranded 

VMs [14]. Calculations for the power-mindful designation 
what's more, movement of virtual machines. Power sparing is 
accomplished through power effective solidification of virtual 
machines on a more modest number of servers and by placing 
inactive hubs in resting mode [15]. 

Focal workplaces will helpful apportion cloud resources to 
store important substance also, fulfill client demands for those 
substances, in order to limit the framework costs regarding 
capacity, VM reconfiguration, content access idleness and 
substance relocation [16]. It requires on-request assignment 
of the physical mutual resources to individual VM according 
to their dynamic prerequisites to fulfill the SLA among client 
and cloud supplier. To do these proficiently future resources 
usage is anticipated utilizing fluffy rationale based forecast. 
To maintain a strategic distance from underestimation 
forecast mistakes because of spikes in the remaining task at 
hand. The anticipated qualities are cushioned with legitimate 
worth and quickly resources tops are raised [17]. In order to 
perform analysis dynamic power-sparing resources allocation 
(DPRA) system is reliant on calculations of molecule swarm 
expansion. The DPRA focuses on vitality utilization of 
physical machine (PM) and virtual machine (VM), in addition 
to it also handles vitality effectiveness proportion of climate 
control system [18]. The cloud-based satellite 
correspondence organizes the mechanisms to completely 
utilize resources in current satellite framework. Vitality 
Minimization is an essential issue in the C-SCN due to huge 
vitality cost and complicated calculations [19]. 

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF 

TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM:-  

A unique category of linear programming problem is the 
transportation problem its objective is the minimization of 
transportation cost for a given commodity, from origin or 
source (factories, manufacturing units) to the destinations 
(warehouses, wholesale stores). Each origin has a limited 
supply (i.e. maximum count of products that can be shipped 
from it) on the other hand each destination has a demand to be 
satisfied (i.e. minimum count of products that can be shipped 
to it). 

Notations used:- 
p = total count of sources (s = 1, 2,.....,p) 
q = total count of destinations (d = 1, 2, …..,q) 
wsd = unit cost of shipping to be shipped from origin s to 
destination d 
rsd = amount to be shipped from origin s to destination d 
ks = supply at source s 
ld = demand at destination d  
Mathematical formulation of the transportation problem as 
a linear programming problem as below:  

Minimize  
 


p
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q
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   Subject to the following:- 
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………, p (supply) 
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for d = 1, 2, …………., q (demand) 

rsd ≥ 0  
For existence of feasible solution it is important that total 

capacity equals to the total requirement.  

If    
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  i.e. if total supply = total demand then 

it is considered as a Balanced Transportation Problem 
otherwise it is known as Unbalanced Transportation Problem. 

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR COST OPTIMIZATION:- 

1. Row Operation: Subtract the least row cost from the next 
least row cost. This difference is known as ROW 
PENALTY. 

2. Column Operation: Subtract the least column cost from 
the next least column cost. This difference is known as 
COLUMN PENALTY. 

3. Pick out the highest row or column penalty, corresponding 
to this highest row or column penalty pick out the cell with 
minimal cost. Perform the maximum allocation in this cell. 

4. If a draw occurs between the values of penalties, then the 
cell with the maximum allocation possible is selected. 

5. Balance the supply and demand of the table. Cut out the 
satisfied row or column. 

6. Steps 1 to 4 are repeated until the supply and demand of 
the full table i.e. for all rows and columns, becomes 0.  

7. Formulate an IBFS using VAM. 
8. From an unoccupied cell create a closed path (loop). The 

permission to make a 90 degree turn, in this loop is 
authorized only at two positions i.e. firstly at occupied 
cells and secondly at original unoccupied cells. Attach (+) 
and (-) sign at each corner in alternate manner, beginning 
from the original unoccupied cell. 

9. The sum of transportation costs of each cell in the closed 
path is calculated which is known as Net Cost Change. 

10. For every unoccupied cell, repeat steps 8 and 9. 
11. If every net cost changes are >=0, an optimal solution is 

achieved. Terminate the algorithm. 
12. If every net cost changes are not >=0 then the unoccupied 

cell having the maximum negative net cost change is 
selected and then construction of a closed path is done.   

13. Choose the least allocated value amongst the negative 
marked values on the closed path. 

14. This value is assigned to the selected unoccupied cell 
(Now the unoccupied cell becomes an occupied cell). 

15. This value is added to occupied cells marked with (+) sign. 
16. This value is subtracted from occupied cells marked with 

(-) sign. 
17. Repetition of Step-8 to Step-16 till an optimal solution is 

achieved. When Net Cost Change >=0 for every 
unoccupied cell, the algorithm terminates.  
Degeneracy:- A degenerate transportation problem is a 
problem when transportation table with m rows and n 
columns, does not satisfy the following condition:- 
m + n - 1 = number of alocated cells. 

V. WORKING EXAMPLE 

In order to formulate Initial Basic Feasible Solution (IBFS) 
Vogel's Approximation Method (VAM) is implemented also 

applying proposed algorithm for optimal solution. Let’s take 

an example to understand the proposed phenomena for Total 
supply values are 5 and Total demand values are 5 [20]. 

Table 1: Assignment Matrix for Transportation. 

 
From the above Table 1 following data is concluded: 

p = total count of sources = 5 
q = total count of destinations = 5 
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i.e. Total Sum of Supply = Total Sum of Demand so it is 
a Balanced Transportation Problem.  

STEP 1: Row Operation: Subtract the least row cost from 
the next least row cost. This difference is known as 
ROW PENALTY. 

STEP 2: Column Operation: Subtract the least column cost 
from the next least column cost. This difference is 
known as COLUMN PENALTY. 

Table 2: Calculation of Row and Column Penalties. 

 
STEP 3: Pick out the highest row or column penalty, 

corresponding to this highest row or column 
penalty pick out the cell with minimal cost. 
Perform the maximum allocation in this cell.  

STEP 4: If a draw occurs between the values of penalties, 
then the cell with the maximum allocation possible 
is selected. As no draw occurs between the values 
of penalties, this step is ignored. 
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STEP 5: Balance the supply and demand of the table. Cut 
out the satisfied row or column. 
The above steps are performed and the following 
results are obtained and are displayed in  

Table 3: -  
Maximal penalty is 0.8, is present in row A. 
Minimal cij value in this row is cA2 = 1.2. 
Maximal allocation in cell cA2 is min (4000, 2180) = 2180. 
Demand of column 2 is satisfied and the supply of row 
A adjusted from 4000 to 1820 (4000 - 2180 = 1820). 
STEP 6: Row Operation: Subtract the least row cost from 

the next least row cost. This difference is known as 
ROW PENALTY. 

STEP 7: Column Operation: Subtract the least column cost 
from the next least column cost. This difference is 
known as COLUMN PENALTY. 

Table-3: Allocating Value in cell cA2 min (4000, 2180) 
= 2180 and further calculating penalties. 

 
STEP 8: Pick out the highest row or column penalty, 

corresponding to this highest row or column 
penalty pick out the cell with minimal cost. 
Perform the maximum allocation in this cell. 

STEP 9: If a draw occurs between the values of penalties, 
then the cell with the maximum allocation possible 
is selected. As no draw occurs between the values 
of penalties, this step is ignored. 

STEP 10: Balance the supply and demand of the table. Cut 
out the satisfied row or column. 
 

The above steps are performed and the following results are 
obtained and are displayed in  
Table 4: -  
Maximal penalty is, 1.25, is present in row A.  
Minimal cij value in this row is cA4 = 2. 
Maximal allocation in cell cA4 is min (1820, 16120) = 1820. 
Supply of row A is satisfied and the demand of column 4 is 
adjusted from 16120 to 14300 (16120 – 1820 = 14300). 
 
STEP 11: Row Operation: Subtract the least row cost from   

the next least row cost. This difference is known 
as ROW PENALTY. 

STEP 12: Column Operation: Subtract the least column 
cost from the next least column cost. This 
difference is known as COLUMN PENALTY.  

 
 
 

Table-4: Allocating Value in cell cA4 min (1820, 16120) 
= 1820 and further calculating penalties. 

 
STEP 13: Pick out the highest row or column penalty, 

corresponding to this highest row or column 
penalty pick out the cell with minimal cost. 
Perform the maximum allocation in this cell. 

STEP 14:  If a draw occurs between the values of 
penalties, then the cell with the maximum 
allocation possible is selected. As no draw occurs 
between the values of penalties, this step is 
ignored. 

STEP 15:  Balance the supply and demand of the table. 
Cut out the satisfied row or column. 

The above steps are performed and the following results are 
obtained and are displayed in  
Table 5: -  
Maximal penalty is, 0.64, is present in row D. 
Minimal cij value in this row is cD1 = 1.8. 
Maximal allocation in cell cD1 is min (300, 9335) = 300. 
Supply of row D is satisfied and demand of column 1 is 
adjusted from 9335 to 9035 (9335 – 300 = 9035). 
STEP 16:   Row Operation: Subtract the least row cost 

from the next least row cost. This difference is 
known as ROW PENALTY.  

STEP 17:   Column Operation: Subtract the least column 
cost from the next least column cost. This 
difference is known as COLUMN PENALTY. 

Table-5: Allocating Value in cell cD1 min (300, 9335) 
= 300 and further calculating penalties. 

 
STEP 18:  Pick out the highest row or column penalty, 

corresponding to this highest row or column 
penalty pick out the cell with minimal cost.  

Perform the maximum allocation in this cell. 
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STEP 19:  If a draw occurs between the values of 
penalties, then the cell with the maximum 
allocation possible is selected. As no draw occurs 
between the values of penalties, this step is 
ignored.  

STEP 20:  Balance the supply and demand of the table. 
Cut out the satisfied row or column. 

The above steps are performed and the following results are 
obtained and are displayed in  
Table 6: -  
Maximal penalty is, 0.37, is present in row B.  
Minimal cij value in this row is cB1 = 1.73. 
Maximal allocation in cell cB1 is min (21455, 9035) = 9035. 
Demand of column 1 is satisfied and the supply of B is 
adjusted from 21455 to 12420 (21455 - 9035 = 12420). 
STEP 21: Row Operation: Subtract the least row cost from 

the next least row cost. This difference is known as 
ROW PENALTY. 

STEP 22: Column Operation: Subtract the least column 
cost from the next least column cost. This 
difference is known as COLUMN PENALTY. 

Table-6: Allocating Value in cell cB1 min (21455, 9035) 
= 9035 and further calculating penalties 

 
STEP 23: Pick out the highest row or column penalty, 

corresponding to this highest row or column 
penalty pick out the cell with minimal cost. 
Perform the maximum allocation in this cell. 

STEP 24: If a draw occurs between the values of penalties, 
then the cell with the maximum allocation possible 
is selected. As no draw occurs between the values 
of penalties, this step is ignored. 

STEP 25: Balance the supply and demand of the table. Cut 
out the satisfied row or column.  

 
The above steps are performed and the following results are 
obtained and are displayed in  
Table 7: -  
Maximal penalty is, 2.1, is present in row B. 
Minimal cij value in this row is cB4 = 2.1. 
Maximal allocation in cell cB4 is min (12420, 14300) 
= 12420. 
Supply of B is satisfied and the demand of 4 is 
adjusted from 14300 to 1880 (14300 - 12420 = 1880)  
STEP 26: Row Operation: Subtract the least row cost from 

the next least row cost. This difference is known as 
ROW PENALTY. 

STEP 27: Column Operation: Subtract the least column 
cost from the next least column cost. This 
difference is known as COLUMN PENALTY. 

Table-7: Allocating Value in cell cB4 min (12420, 14300) 
= 12420 and further calculating penalties. 

 
STEP 28: Pick out the highest row or column penalty, 

corresponding to this highest row or column 
penalty pick out the cell with minimal cost. 
Perform the maximum allocation in this cell. 

STEP 29: If a draw occurs between the values of penalties, 
then the cell with the maximum allocation possible 
is selected. As draw occurs between the values of 
penalties of Row C and Row E, and the maximum 
allocated values are also same, Row C is chosen, 
as it is the top-most row.  

STEP 30: Balance the supply and demand of the table. Cut 
out the satisfied row or column. 

The above steps are performed and the following results are 
obtained and are displayed in  
Table 8: -  
Maximal penalty is, 1.8, is present in row C.  
Minimal cij value in this row is cC4 = 2.35. 
Maximal allocation in cell cC4 is min (1880, 1880) = 1880. 
Supply of row C and demand of column 4 both are 
satisfied. 
STEP 31: Row Operation: Subtract the least row cost from 

the next least row cost. This difference is known as 
ROW PENALTY. 

STEP 32: Column Operation: Subtract the least column 
cost from the next least column cost. This 
difference is known as COLUMN PENALTY. 

Table-8: Allocating Value in cell cC4 min (1880, 1880) 
= 1880 and further calculating penalties. 

 
STEP 33: Pick out the highest row or column penalty, 

corresponding to this highest row or column 
penalty pick out the cell with minimal cost. 
Perform the maximum allocation in this cell. 
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STEP 34: If a draw occurs between the values of penalties, 
then the cell with the maximum allocation possible 
is selected. As no draw occurs between the values 
of penalties, this step is ignored. 

STEP 35: Balance the supply and demand of the table. Cut 
out the satisfied row or column. 

The above steps are performed and the following results are 
obtained and are displayed in  
Table 9: -  
Maximal penalty is, 4.8, is present in column 3. 
Minimal cij value in this column is cE3 = 4.8. 
Maximal allocation in cell cE3 is min (2410, 2200) = 2200. 
Demand of column 3 is satisfied and the supply of row E is 
adjusted from 2410 to 210 (2410 - 2200 = 210). 
STEP 36: Row Operation: Subtract the least row cost from 

the next least row cost. This difference is known as 
ROW PENALTY. 

STEP 37: Column Operation: Subtract the least column 
cost from the next least column cost. This 
difference is known as COLUMN PENALTY. 

Table-9: Allocating Value in cell cE3 min (2410, 2200) 
= 2200 and further calculating penalties. 

 
STEP 38: Pick out the highest row or column penalty, 

corresponding to this highest row or column 
penalty pick out the cell with minimal cost. 
Perform the maximum allocation in this cell. 

STEP 39: If a draw occurs between the values of penalties, 
then the cell with the maximum allocation possible 
is selected. As no draw occurs between the values 
of penalties, this step is ignored. 

STEP 40: Balance the supply and demand of the table. Cut 
out the satisfied row or column. 

Maximal penalty is, 4, is present in row E. 
Minimal cij value in this row is cE5 = 4. 
Maximal allocation in cell cE5 is min (210,210) = 210. 
Supply of Row E and demand of Column 5 is satisfied. 
Table-10 displays the list of all Row and Column Penalties 
and the allocations done. 

Table-10: IBFS using VAM. 

 
The minimum total transportation 
cost =1.2×2180+2×1820+1.73×9035+2.1×12420+2.35×1
880+1.8×300+4.8×2200+4×210 = 64326.55. 
Checking Degeneracy:- 

Amount of allocated cells = 8, and applying formula m + n - 
1 = 5 + 5 - 1 = 9  
(where m= total rows, n= total columns). 
As m+n-1 = number of allocated cells is not satisfied i.e. 
8<9 
∴  it is a degenerated solution 
for fixation of degeneracy, an artificial quantity (d) is used 
d is designated to vacant cell, with the least transportation 
cost. 
Table-11: The quantity d is designated to E2, with the 

least transportation cost = 1.3 

 
Applying proposed algorithm Method for optimality test. 

Table-12: Applying proposed method on Allocation 
matrix. 

 
STEP 41: From an unoccupied cell create a closed path 

(loop). The permission to make a 90 degree turn, 
in this loop is authorized only at two positions i.e. 
firstly at occupied cells and secondly at original 
unoccupied cells. Attach (+) and (-) sign at each 
corner in alternate manner, beginning from the 
original unoccupied cell. 

STEP 42: In the closed path the sum of transportation costs 
of each cell is calculated and is known as Net 
Cost Change. 

STEP 43: Repetition of STEP 41 and 42 is done for all 
unoccupied cells. 

Table-13: Formation of closed loop for vacant cells. 
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STEP 44: If every net cost changes are >=0, an optimal 

solution is achieved. Terminate the algorithm. As 
the net cost change for cells C2, C3, C5, D2 and 
D3 are negative, so the algorithm does not 
terminate.  

STEP 45: The selection of an unallocated cell with 
maximum (-ve) net cost change is made and then 
construction of a closed path is done.   

The selection of an unallocated cell with maximum (-ve) net 
cost change is made i.e. cell D3 = - 0.27 and form a closed 
path from D3. 
Constructed closed path is 
D3→D1→B1→B4→A4→A2→E2→E3. 
Table-14: Closed path and (+ve) and (-ve) sign allocation 

for current vacant cell D3. 

 
STEP 46: Choose the least allocated value amongst the 

negative marked values on the closed path.  
  Amongst all the negative position (-ve) on closed 

path the least allocated value is = 300 
STEP 47: This value is assigned to the selected unoccupied 

cell (The unoccupied cell is now an occupied cell). 
The value 300 is allocated to cell D3. Cell D3 is now an 
occupied cell.  
STEP 48: This value is added to occupied cells marked 

with (+) sign. 
STEP 49:  This value is subtracted from occupied cells 

marked with (-) sign. 
 
 

Table-15: Subtract 300 from each (-ve) marked cell and 
add 300 to each (+ve) marked cell. 

 
Checking Degeneracy:- 
Amount of allocated cells = 9, and applied formula is  
m + n - 1 = 5 + 5 - 1 = 9 
(Where m= total rows, n= total columns). 
As m + n - 1 = number of allocated cells is satisfied i.e. 9 = 
9 
∴  it is a non-degenerated solution. 
STEP 50: From an unoccupied cell construct a closed path 

(loop). The permission to make a 90 degree 
turn, in this loop is authorized only at two 
positions i.e. firstly at occupied cells and 
secondly at original unoccupied cells. Attach 
(+) and (-) sign at each corner in alternate 
manner, beginning from the original unoccupied 
cell. 

STEP 51: In the closed path the sum of transportation costs 
of each cell is calculated and is known as Net Cost 
Change. 

STEP 52: Repetition of STEP 50 and 51 is done for all 
unoccupied cells. 

Table-16: Formation of closed loop for vacant cells. 
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STEP 53: If every net cost changes are >=0, an optimal 
solution is achieved. Terminate the algorithm. As 
for the cells C2, C3 and C5 the net cost change is 
negative, so the algorithm does not terminate. 

STEP 54: The selection of an unallocated cell with 
maximum (-ve) net cost change is made and then 
construction of a closed path is done.   

The cell which is vacant and with highest negative net cost 
change is selected i.e. cell C3 = - 0.25 and form a closed 
path from C3. 
Constructed closed path is C3→C4→A4→A2→E2→E3 
 

Table-17: Closed path and (+ve) and (-ve) sign allocation 
for current vacant cell C3 

 
 
STEP 55: Choose the least allocated value amongst the 

negative marked values on the closed path.  
Amongst all the negative position (-ve) on closed path the 
least allocated value is = 1880 

STEP 56: This value is assigned to the selected unoccupied 
cell (The unoccupied cell is now an occupied 
cell). 

The value 1880 is allocated to cell C3. Cell C3 is now an 
occupied cell.  

STEP 57: This value is added to occupied cells marked 
with (+) sign. 

STEP 58:  This value is subtracted from occupied cells 
marked with (-) sign. 

Table-18: Subtract 1880 from each (-ve) marked cell and 
Add 1880 to each (+ve) marked cell 

 
Checking Degeneracy:- 
Amount of allocated cells = 8, and applied formula is m + n 

- 1 = 5 + 5 - 1 = 9 
(Where m= total rows, n= total columns). 
As m+n-1 = number of allocated cells is not satisfied i.e. 
8<9 
∴  it is a degenerated solution. 
For fixation of degeneracy, an artificial quantity (d) is used 
d is designated to vacant cell, with the least transportation 
cost. 
Table-19: The quantity d is designated to A2, with the 

minimum transportation cost = 1.2 

 
STEP 59: From an unoccupied cell create a closed path 

(loop). The permission to make a 90 degree 
turn, in this loop is authorized only at two 
positions i.e. firstly at occupied cells and 
secondly at original unoccupied cells. Attach 
(+) and (-) sign at each corner in alternate 
manner, beginning from the original unoccupied 
cell. 

STEP 60: In the closed path the sum of transportation costs 
of each cell is calculated and is known as Net 
Cost Change. 

STEP 61: Repetition of STEP 59 and 60 is done for all 
unoccupied cells. 

Table-20: Formation of closed loop for vacant cells. 
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STEP 62: If every net cost changes are >=0, an optimal 
solution is achieved. Terminate the algorithm. 

As, entire net cost change ≥ 0, Optimal solution is achieved. 
Table-21: Final Optimal Solution Table. 

 
The minimum total transportation cost= 2×4000 + 1.73×9335 
+ 2.1×12120 + 4.8×1880 + 4.6×300 + 1.3×2180 + 4.8×20 + 
4×210 = 63775.55 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The study comprises of cost optimization and comparative 
analysis with a combined implementation of Vogel’s 

Approximation Method and Stepping Stone method along 
with proposed algorithm.  Vogel’s Approximation Method is 

implemented to find the initial feasible solution and with the 
help of Stepping Stone method, the proposed algorithm to   
optimize the obtained initial feasible solution. After the 
implementation (as working example) of VAM along with 
proposed algorithm, the result/graph as displays in Figure 1, 
there is less transportation cost (i. e. 63775.55) in comparison 
with costs already obtained in NWC-Stepping Stone (i. e. 
63993.55).  

 
Figure 1: Comparison of NWC-Stepping Stone and 

Proposed Algorithm 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The cloud computing is enable us to solve large and 
complex computational problems efficiently. In this context 
the concept of sharable resources and resource scheduling is 
adopted for working more efficiently with the cloud 
resources. When the cloud server resources are overloaded 
then these techniques are helps to minimize the processing 
cost and time by distributing the assigned load uniformly to all 
the set of resources. This will also help for the issues in which 
the resources are not managed properly. In this research paper 
we are determining the efficient cost under the transportation 
problem and the cost of purchase, delivery of services be 
optimized by using proposed approach. Although the 

calculation of cost reduction until the iteration still has a 
non-negative values, and the calculation is done again until 
the last iteration obtained a total cost of $63775.55 which is 
much less than any other algorithm from surveyed in 
literature.  
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